COVERT ELSAG PLATE HUNTER
ALPR SOLUTIONS

SOME MISSIONS ARE BETTER SERVED BY
COVERT ELSAG PLATE HUNTER ALPR SOLUTIONS

Fixed and mobile ELSAG automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) systems easily adapt to covert applications by concealing system components in apparatus or compartments that fit naturally with their surroundings. These clever systems read license plates without drawing attention to law enforcement missions and help identify suspect vehicles connected to auto theft, child predators, warrants, scofflaws, uninsured vehicles, revoked driving privileges, parolees, etc.

Each of our covert solutions houses all ALPR components needed for full performance and accuracy—cameras, sensor, processing unit, independent power source. Each ELSAG system reads license plates day and night, in any weather, capturing plate numbers, photos of the car, GPS coordinates and date/time stamps. The system automatically compares this data to hot list databases to identify suspect vehicles. Alarms for suspect vehicles are instantaneously broadcast wirelessly to a command center, laptop or PDA (not included) within wireless range (0.5 mile average). Each covert ELSAG solution is easy to move to a different area or switch to a different vehicle. We continually work with partner agencies to develop creative covert solutions that address their specific needs.
ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT BARREL CAMERA

Allows you to surveil key areas or corridors without manpower, until the system generates an alarm which is instantaneously sent to nearby officers or a command center.

ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT POLE CAMERA

Leonardo’s ELSAG Plate Hunter Pole Camera can covertly read license plates from structures such as bridges, overpasses and gates. All system components are housed in cases resembling utility boxes featuring a “weathered” patina so they don’t stand out as being new. A swivel mount bracket allows 30 degrees of camera positioning for surveillance of wide expanses.

ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT TOOL BOX SYSTEM

ELSAG Plate Hunter M6™ cameras are disguised in the diamond plate side of the toolbox. The vehicle can read license plates when parked or moving.

ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT RADAR TRAILERS & VARIABLE MESSAGE BOARDS

Leonardo has developed a variety of speed trailers and variable message boards that transform these standard enforcement tools into powerful devices that identify license plates connected to auto theft, child predators, warrants, scofflaws, uninsured vehicles, revoked driving privileges, parolees, etc.

ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT CARGO CARRIER

ELSAG Plate Hunter M6™ cameras go undercover, peeking through a common cargo carrier, snapping pictures of license plates and gathering ALPR data, while undetected by anyone.

ELSAG PLATE HUNTER™ COVERT GRILL MOUNT

ELSAG Plate Hunter M6™ cameras are concealed behind the front grill of a sport utility vehicle. Leonardo will work with agencies to develop custom covert installations on a variety of vehicles.